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About This Game

An epic new strategy game like you’ve never seen before; Deck Casters fuses deck building with RTS and MOBA Gameplay
into one incredible experience. Play as an arcane mage and craft battle decks to unleash powerful spells and hordes of creatures
to defeat your opponent. Fast-paced 1v1 or 2v2 multiplayer arena duels require quick-thinking as you race to capture and fortify

strategic points on the map to dominate the battlefield.

Wield the five elements of Light Dark, Water, Fire, and Earth and learn to master the creatures and spells that each brings their
strengths and distinctive playstyles to the game. Stick to one or mix-and-match your favorites to create devastating card combos.

Build your deck, focus your energy and prepare to experience a completely new kind of strategy game.

(Deck Casters is the PC version of the smash hit PS4 title ArmaGallant: Decks of Destiny which sold 60,000 copies and was
Worldwide Winner of WarGaming Labs Development Contest)
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 KEY FEATURES
Experience an entirely new kind of strategic gameplay - Deck Casters blends the tactical and strategic gameplay elements of

deck-building, RTS, and MOBA games in one powerful package

Deploy Powerful Spells and Creatures

- capture strategic points on the battlefield and dominate your opponent

 Master the 5 Elements
- Light, Dark, Water, Fire, and Earth each have their own powerful spells and creatures

 Craft the ultimate battle deck
– select a Champion and learn to evolve and master the various deck combinations to create a deck worthy of the Elements

 Execute your strategies in real-time
- compete with online players or test out your battle tactics against the AI

 Gather Your Friends
– engage in thrilling 1v1 or 2v2 online match-ups. Team up with friends to create cooperative synergistic decks or climb the

ranks as a solo player to be the ultimate Deck Caster

 No micro-transactions
– All cards are unlocked right at the start of the game, what you pay is what you get. Explore all the cards and different

strategies at your own pace. No leveling up required.
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Title: Deck Casters
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Rock Nano Global
Publisher:
Rock Nano Global
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Highly Recommended to play with Friends.
Just to see the tanks flying around reminds me of good old Mariocart Versus mode as a kid
perferct for relaxed parties with a small group of friends. 7/10 IF you use a walkthrough. 4/10 otherwise. Probably the weakest
of the four games in the series. Still, I would recommend it.
Personally, I bought the game to support the dev and then downloaded a freeware version with minimal voice acting, because I
dislike the VA in this game (though the VA is still head and shoulders above the previous game).

Pros:
-Great graphics
-Unique and well-written characters
-A few interesting puzzles
-A well-told plot about a character who is going through some very relatable personal struggles.

Cons:
-A *LOT* of back-tracking.
-A *LOT* of empty rooms, often forcing you to systematically check every individual room in hopes of finding something.
-Many of the puzzles are very flaggy. There was more than one moment where I figured out the solution to a puzzle, but the
game wouldn't actually let me solve it because I needed to interact with the environment more.
-Requires you to replay the whole game with no changes in order to unlock the second good ending and character bios.

I recommend playing it if you liked the other games, but *USE THE VGPERSON WALKTHROUGHS*. They explain how to
the puzzles without spoiling any of the plot.. Have a tough time choosing between RTS and Turnbased? Look no further than the
King Arthur games! An amazing blend of RTS and turnbased stretgy with enthralling story lines.. Despite the all `no
multiplayer`complaints i must say this is a good game in itself . If you are short on time and feel like a quick game to conquer
the world. The game is a GOOD singleplayer game , because it is risk , what more do i need to say.
Multiplayer has never been a priority to have fun gaming. As loads of singleplayergames are on top of the most played gameslist
as well. Plenty of people out there that dont want to be forced into multiplayer experiences anyway.

This Risk version has only a few difficulty settings , and its adviceble to play the hardest setting for the challenge it will give you
, all though the diehard gamers might argue even this mode gets too easy in the long run. And they are right.

Still , get it on a sale , as there are not a lot of options in this basic type of game. I just need to mention this is the most fun
version of the riskversions on steam..if you dont count the big europa universalis, civilization and those type of games in that
same list.

 However , if you are looking for a game with challenges, extended options, and events get these instead. Risk is for the risk
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boardgamelovers with not a lot of people around them to play the boardversion with.. WAIT! Before you buy this... make sure
you're a bass player or are willing to play emulated bass. This song is practically nothin but harmonics on guitar and are very few
in number. Yes, this applies to Rythm Guitar, too. The only interesting part to play is bass. Just a heads up.. Quite the
entertaining free to play game. Good time waster. Drive through buildings and ♥♥♥♥ up green cars while pew pew pewing
enemy gangs.
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Duration - 2.5 hours

First Time Played.

This is a fairly straight-forward HOPA by Artifex Mundi. Puzzles were quite simple although at times mind-numbing, queue the
talking piggy bank...??? Consequently it wasn't hard to attain all achievements except the one for using hint 30 times (so I
started a new game and idled a bit while watching the footy to get 100%).

Story was generic, rescue baby daughter (or son, can't remember) stolen by crazy wizard. DLC was equally inane, Household
maid has key you need get potion to rescue hubby who has been turned to stone. Of course she won't give it to you unless you
finish her embroidery??? It's stuff like that that ruins any potential immersion. I'll have to give this one a 5/10, much better titles
out there.. Plz let us know all the girls name thank you really want to know secretary's name really much. Huh. It's a point-of-
view point-and-click adventure from a company of casual facebookish games! Hey, this one isn't that bad, but not really
gripping, either. The "plot" is really bad, right down to the ending of the mini-epilogue Ironclad Evidence. There's a bunch of
puzzles of different types all over. You can ask for hints, but the game wasn't a terribly difficult thing even with the hint system
disabled. A bit of "meh", this. Still, could be much worse. It's really professionally produced, I'll give it that, and that isn't a
given in the modern indie adventure game niche.. I really want to give this a positive review, but it has many flaws. While I did
have fun playing it, the physics of the puck and its interaction with your gear is horrible. I couldnt even figure out how to hit the
puck out of the way with my stick once I blocked it. If these bugs are fixed and the blocking feels a lot more realistic, ill
definitely give it a positive. Nothing like having pros shoot super fast pucks at you!. Would not work on my computers due to a
direct x issue.. Fantastic game. I really don't understand why it has so many negative opinions. In the beginning, the controls are
little bit problematic, but after few minutes, you are able to control the character without any problems.

Advantages:
- good soundtrack
- nice looking graphics
- cool ambiance

Disadvantages:
- too short. I really like the concept of this game but am FREQUENTLY lost on where to go. I play TONS of games and I've
never been as lost as in this game.
I REALLY want to finish it but I'm filled with dread everytime I start it up and have no idea where I'm supposed to go.
Fix this issue and I'll give it 5 stars!!. It's truly truly truly outrageous.
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